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Issue 16 has arrived fully
loaded with content
and all the hottest
reviews on the web.
We check out the highly
anticipated Call Of Duty:
Modern Warfare 2 this
month, will it live up to the
hype of it’s older brother?
Read on to find out.
We also venture into
the Borderlands where
strange robots and
crazy masked machette
wielding midgets are
a common sight.
For all the footy fans out
there we’ve got our hands
on Pro Evolution Soccer
2010. As well as the epic
Assassin’s Creed 2.
So read on and enjoy!
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Review

Call Of Duty: Modern Warfare 2

Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare is the big
brother of FPS games. It came. It saw. It took
most of my summer up blasting people from
Russian nuclear silos to abandoned factories.
It was fun, I loved it and the community loved
it. So when Infinity Ward announced Modern
Warfare 2 it was thought that the game
could do no wrong. Well the game didn’t,
it was the people behind the puppet that
started pulling the wrong strings. With the
run up to the launch of MW2 the community
divided and people started to think that MW2
wasn’t going to be the greatest follow up.

You see in reality, or at least my warped version of
it, MW2 is the little brother to MW which means
it’s not really its fault, the game works and it does
some bits well, however there are some areas
that don’t seem to have changed since the last
time I picked up MW. So take a seat while I run
you through while MW2 feel more like MW1.5.
I suppose the game itself is pretty much the same
core package as it was the first time. “If it isn’t
broken then don’t fix it” springs to mind as I am
typing this however, while I can see that there has
been some spit and polish to the game, like the
graphics have had a update, a lot of the same core
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Call of duty: modern warfare 2
dynamics of the game are still pretty much the
same. MW2 starts 5 years after the first game and
if you really didn’t pay attention to the storyline
in the first, don’t worry as at the beginning of the
game you get a montage of what happened in
the original. After you get a refresher’s course
you will have to go to “the pit” and run a gauntlet
style challenge which will eventually set the
difficultly of the
game for you.
Interestingly
enough it is
pretty much
the same as the
original opening
of the first game.
After all of this
you start your
first mission.
During the
missions again
I didn’t see
any major
difference from
the original MW
however, the AI has had a bit of a tweak
and now the set pieces are a little bit more
inventive. While all of this feels good the
single player should take you around 6 hrs
to complete if you are half decent with a rifle
and probably not much more if you’re not.
While the single player seems a little short and
a little rushed together with a lot of action and

random cut scenes, sometimes you do feel you’re
being pushed around a bit simply to move the
story along. The problem is that you play quite
a few characters in MW2 leaving you confused
about who you were and what you were doing. It
is a shame that at some points I could see myself
not caring about the plot; I just wanted to get to A
to B to get to the next part. The storyline is good

and once you get into the plot it really does draw
you in, however, like I’ve said it ends too soon
and leaves you wanting more. The voice acting
is good and all characters show real emotion,
especially when in a fire fight. When they shout,
“I’ve been pinned” or “cover me” and you’re rushing
ahead it really adds to the depth and the realism
whether it is coming from your team or your
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Call of duty: modern warfare 2

opponents. The game has a lot of twists and turns
and some levels will suddenly raise the bar, with
the game’s dramatic music will kick in. However
some levels especially a few in the first segment
of the game there is hardly any music at all, in
fact you can only hear the whistling wind and the
snow crunch before your feet as you slowly take
out some enemies hiding in the snow storm.
So after playing the single player mode I decided
it was a time for a break in the storyline so I went
on to the new feature of MW2 which is Spec Ops.
Spec Ops can be played alone with a friend or
across Xbox Live the idea is that you complete

challenges that are set by the game and once you
have completed these challenges you are given
a number of stars depending on how well you
did. There is a total of 23 missions and they are
broken into three packs, Alpha, Bravo, Charlie,
Delta, and Echo at the end of each mission you
are given a stats screen showing you how long
you took and how many kills you did as well
as additional information. The first set is Alpha
and seems to cover pretty much all the basics
that you have just learnt in the first few levels of
single player. While this may not seem appealing
the more you unlock the better the challenge is.
While I have only played this
mode for a short time I can
see that this is going to be
a good hit with most fans
as it uses the best parts of
most of the levels and brings
that back into a challenge
mode. Even though this
can be done on your own I
recommend you play with
a friend as it’s a lot more
enjoyable. Also while playing
this through with a friend
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you will be able to take the advantage of both
your using different setups, But be warned some
levels will only give you certain weapons to use
as you play through, this can be slightly annoying
if your used to a certain weapon, however to
does add to the amount of challenge that is upon
you. For example one of the missions requires
you to re-run the snow mobile chase which you
have done in one of the first missions. This time
you are set a time limit in which to complete this
course. Once completed you will get a rank out
of three stars, depending on the difficultly level
as well this may be hard or easy to complete. Not

the Xbox 360 version nothing has changed much
there are a few tweaks here and there that keep
the games balanced and running smoothly. The
6 v 6 or 9 v 9 feels a lot better and you will soon
learn that the best type of match is one with only
6 on each team. Even though I have played MW
maps with 32 players, I feel in this version MW2
the 9 v 9 is a little too hectic for the style of maps
they have chosen. The map selection seems very
simple with a lot of clutch maps that allow teams
to sit in a few positions covering doorways. The
maps are close and spawn points are normally only
a few feet from the action. While this is both a gift

to completely ruin the story line but one mission
you are faced with has a time limit of taking out a
certain number of enemies. The kicker is the fact
that there are also civilians running around and
trying to get in your way. While playing this on
normal mode I found that there wasn’t too much of
a challenge however stepping this up into veteran
mode you will notice you will have a lot of attack
dogs coming to attack you as well as more heavily
armoured enemies come to take you down.
So, we finally move on to the part everyone wants
to speak about: the multiplayer. While again on

and a curse I can’t help remember the issues of
running over a map in MW just to find out all your
team died and are behind you or your teammates
have already got rid of the enemy who are now
spawning behind you ready and waiting to shoot
you while you’re running the opposite way. The
kill streaks have had an update allowing you now
to choose three from a list of bonuses ranging
from harrier jump jets to a full blown nuke.
While there is a range of different kill streak
rewards you can only bring three into battle at
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a time personally which means you will have
to choose which ones you want. Also you will
have to unlock certain ones as you level up: so
choose wisely. The perks themselves have also
had a few tweaks, so now that there are extra
peaks which give you a better bonus if you
complete challenges for them. The gameplay
itself in multiplayer is effortless, everything
runs smoothly and I haven’t had any problems
grabbing a few games of COD and enjoying
it like the good old times. While there are still
issues that you can’t kick players from matches
I am are sure this will be resolved later on with
patches. Some of the perks have been tweaked
and some have been dropped all together. They
have now included a whole new section called
death perks. These are activated once you have
died three times or more in a row. These range
from a health boost once you respawn or for you
to drop a grenade after you die to try and kill
some remaining enemies around you. While the
death perks are only active after a string of deaths
they are nice attention and are sure new comers
to the game will love them and experts will be
screaming at the screen when these are in effect.
There is also a few extra modes within the game

and even one allow you to play the game in
third person, even though it felt tempting to
do this I was unfortunately not able to play this
mode as you needed to be a high to access it
something I just couldn’t level up to in time.
Within multiplayer you get a host of weapon
goodies to play with and a lot of these are equally
balanced. You will start with a modest selection of
weapons to play with ranging from assault rifles to
sniper rifles. The biggest surprises in the weapons
arsenal are the throwing knife which is great fun
once you get used to it and the riot shield which
will stop most bullets dead and even will protect
your back when you are not using it. However the
riot shield is very much overpowered in a one on
one fight, most people will try and take you down
at a distance and you can only use a secondary
weapon instead of a main weapon while using this.
Again a lot of thought has been put into
balancing the weapons like in the original COD:
MW, Again like in COD: MW there is a range of
attachments that can be added to each gun
giving more range or a grenade launcher, but
the best of all is the heartbeat sensor which is
straight out of aliens and comes in very useful.
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So there you have it. COD MW2 or should I say
MW 1.5 is a great shooter and everything seems
to work as it should. Like I have said you get a
few tweaks here and there and there are some
bits in some missions such as the snow mobile
chase that you will love and want to do again
and again. However the game doesn’t really
bring anything new to the table and while I do
like this new version it seems that there is just
something missing that the original MW had.
The graphics are good, the new spec-op is brilliant
to play however there is nothing ground-breaking
either everything just feels a little too safe.
Going back to my first comparison MW2 is
the little brother of the family he wants to do
everything his big brother does, it’s just such a
shame that some of it feels like it just isn’t living
up to a good enough standard and hasn’t really
moved one since the last edition we had.

Reviewer:
game:
platform:
developer:
Publisher:
released:

simon poulton-bonds
sod: modern warfare 2
xbox 360
infinity ward
activision
november 16, 2009

playability: 8
replayability: 8
sound: 8
graphics: 8

Overall: 8
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pro evolution soccer 2010

PES, Fifa, PES, Fifa - there has never been
a bigger sports game rivalry and this year
it’s no different. With a brand-spanking
new game engine, Pro Evolution Soccer
2010 is bigger, better and more stunning
to play than ever - so, can it live up to the
glory of Fifa last year, or bring on another
disappointment allowing more of their
loyal players to switch to the rival game?
I have always loved Pro Evolution Soccer (even
when it was back on the Playstation named
International Superstar Soccer), but last year’s
game was what many would call an epic
failure. The controls were clunky, the passes
were always adrift and the game never felt like

it could be played with proper control. This
year however, Konami have gone all out.
Let’s start with graphics, the first thing you
notice in a football game or any game for that
matter. EA and Fifa have always dominated
in this sector with fantastic looking player
models since the dawn of the next-gen
consoles, although Konami have proved they
can rain down on their parade. Some players
such as Rooney and Ferdinand (Note: I like
Manchester United) look uncanny. This might
sound stupid, but taking a look on replays
during the game I have been mistaken for just
a split second I was watching real life footage.
Players’ shirts move in a realistic fashion too.
They don’t have a physics engine as such, but
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as a player runs, jumps and shoots you can
notice creases and movement in the clothing.
Gameplay is the most important factor in any
brilliant football game. You can have all the
fancy graphics you like, but if the gameplay isn’t
polished enough then there is no point in even
playing any longer. Unlike last year, the passes
and sublime crosses to your favourite superstars
feel fantastic. You get the awesome feeling you
got from early PES games when you manage
to pin-point a perfect through-ball or whip-in
a cross landing straight at your strikers’ feet.
It’s good to see that Konami have made such a
massive improvement
in that field alone.
Early on this year, EA
showcased the 360
degree dribbling that
will be included in
Fifa 2010. Late into
development, Konami
had no such engine
and would have been
fixed to the classic 45
degree angle dribbling.
Just before the game
was finished however,
they managed to make a competing system. It
improves your control on the ball, let’s passes
be considerably more accurate and just gives
the player a better grip on the game. Going

back to previous titles just makes you feel sad.
Game modes have always been dominant in PES
games. The main mode, Master League has had
a massive overhaul this year. There are so many
things to get your teeth into with a massive
amount of in-depth options and menus. You
have: sponsorships, operating costs, a fanbase,
a youth team, real money, player dossiers,
specialist training, skill cards and player indexes.
• Sponsorships bring in money for
each season depending on you
performing up to their standards.

• Operating costs shows you how much
money you need to get you through
the year with expenditures such as
physios, coaches and scouts.
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• Skill cards and player
indexes showcase
special abilities
individual players have
allowing you to choose if they use these
abilities or not. E.G. Rooney can be chosen
to run back from his forward position to
help defend by switching that card on.

is no commentary in the inter-squad practice
matches so it gets very boring after some time
just hearing players groan when challenged.
They have made some improvements such
as being able to track your progress and
what the manager thinks of you a bit better,
but it can still be seen as a bit too hard.
AI has been one thing footy games do incredibly
bad or incredibly well. In PES 2010’s case, it’s
the latter. Konami’s trademark Teamvision
system is now in it’s second version. You can
really feel tell that almost all the time your
teammates that aren’t in possestion are doing
all they can to make
themselves available to
pass to or mark opposing
players ETC. This is aided
with the help of the skill
cards I mentioned earlier
- giving some players the
physical edge over others.
Opposing players have
some great vision and AI
too. I was losing 1-0 and
with the last few moments of the game, the
opposing AI ran the ball to the corner flag and
wouldn’t let me have it. I was shocked knowing
how realistic this game’s AI has become.

The UEFA Champions League mode has also
had an overhaul making the menus easier to
navigate but the one thing that should have
been improved a bit more is the Be a Legend
mode. You play your first game to get chosen
by a scout and signed a professional contract
and then you seem to be forever playing team
matches and not being on the bench having
the opportunity to play in real games. There

The sound in the game is something that
definitely needs to be brought up. The crowd
has had a massive improvement in terms of
reacting to what is happening on the pitch.
They will boo and whistle when the away
team has the ball for too long and will chant
depending on how their team is doing. The
music has had a massive improvement too,
You can say bye-bye to the homemade rubbish

• The fanbase grows with your popularity
in the world of the beautiful game
bringing in more sign-up income.
• The youth team is separately trained
and allows you to sign professional
contracts with these new players.
• All the money spent and received can be in £’s,
$’s, €’s or Yen instead of the game’s old currency.
• Player dossiers give you an insight on how the
player is doing and how they feel such as if they
don’t feel they aren’t playing enough matches.
• Specialist training allows
you to spend money
on specific areas to
improve on for individual
players. Then finally:
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that Konami used to shove on the menu
screens and say hello to some real music.
Artists like The Kaiser Chiefs, The Klaxons and
The Chemical Brothers are among many that
give the game a good atmosphere when
you aren’t even kicking a football about.
There is so much this year to look forward
to in PES 2010. Whether you are a fanboy or
not, you will love how well this game plays. I
have tried my best to keep a balanced opinion
on both the games this year due to the form
Konami has been in these past couple years,
but it is obvious to see that PES has taken a
massive leap into a good direction. I personally
would buy PES this year (if I didn’t already
have it) for it’s massive depth and fantastic
gameplay. Besides, what other game can you
belt them past the keeper from 40 yards?

Reviewer:
game:
platform:
developer:
Publisher:
released:

James Bralant
pro evo, soccer 2010
xbox360
konami computer enter,
konami
october 23, 2009

playability: 9
replayability: 8
sound: 9
graphics: 10

Overall: 9.5
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borderlands

In this day and age it seems that the only way
to make a sure fire hit is to create a sequel:
Modern Warfare 2, Halo 3, Command & Conquer
4, Guitar Hero 5; all will sell well on the strength
of their branding. So when a new IP emerges
from developers, it’s never quite sure how it
will sail upon the seas of gaming. While new
games seem to be dangerous ground to tread
in today’s market, this did not stop Randy
Pitchford of Gearbox fame in creating what
may be one of the gems of 2009. What gem
am I speaking of? Borderlands of course.
So Borderlands is a homogenised cross breed of
FPS and RPG, with a smattering for four player coop and a sprinkling of elements from the MMORPG
world, quite the mish-mash of components, yet
expertly folded together like a Michelin star rated

chef. The story goes a little something like this.
The game is set on the planet of Pandora. Lured
by its apparent vast deposits of minerals, several
colonization ships journey to the planet and create
a society there. However, they soon discover that
there is little else of value on the planet save for
the presence of alien ruins. Those who are rich
enough to do so left the planet, leaving the rest of
the population to scavenge for themselves. While
some isolated settlements were formed, much of
the rest of the colonists became bandits, living out
in the barren wastelands or trash heaps across the
planet. Further investigation of the alien artifacts
leads to the discovery of “The Vault” – a supposed
treasure trove of alien artifacts, technology, and
of insurmountable wealth – but those that had
discovered it were wiped out by a protective force,
leaving few clues as to its location or purpose,
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but creating a myth of its marvelous treasures.
This brings us around to our four
protagonists of the game, all of which are
selectable by you, the dear player.
First off we have Roland, the mercenary solider
in armour plating similar to the uniforms of the
Crimson Lance. Mordecai, a hunter of the plains,
relying on his aptitude with sniper rifles to slay
any foe in his path from
as far away as possible.
Lillith, a mysterious siren
with a magical phase walking
ability allowing her to quickly
get out of harms way, or
to swiftly flank an enemy
to deal that killing blow.
Finally we have Brick, he may
be built like an excrement
out house but don’t let
this fool you into thinking
he’s dumb, otherwise you’ll
invoke his wrath and he’ll
pummel you into oblivion.
So the game starts you off
on the outskirts of Fyrestone, a little community
outpost in the middle of nowhere and you’re given
a brief tutorial of the controls by the in-game
comic relief, Claptrap. This little robotic bundle of
joy will relay information to you when it becomes

available, that is if he is not too busy beat-boxing
or trying to dance. The core of the gameplay
is FPS, this is where it’s roots firmly lie, the RPG
elements are the experience points you gain from
kills/quests etc in order to level your character up,
weapon stats etc, then your sprinkling of MMO
comes from your World of Warcraft style loot
drops from mobs, chests etc which are colour
co-ordinated from the lowest to highest rarity, so
in order from the lowest they
go white, green, blue, purple
then orange. However the
“Orange” loot drops tend to
have different shades starting at
yellow at lower levels till a deep
orange colour at higher levels.
Additionally, you have talent
trees for each character, so as
you level up you may enhance
your characters abilities, via
the thoughtful use of your
shiny new talent point after
you have levelled up. The very
first point you obtain can only
be spent in activating your
characters unique action skill,
and these action skills can
then be further augmented via your talent points
if you so wish. For example Roland’s deployable turret can be enhanced to replenish the
teams lost health and regenerate ammunition
in a support capacity or just simply deal more
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damage and fire rockets, the choice is yours.
You’ll also encounter attribute enhancing class
mods for your preferred protagonist throughout
the game, so you’ll have to make the decision
whether to use combat enhancing mods or
something that would benefit the team overall
such as ammo regeneration or increased magazine
sizes. Now you can play this on your lonesome if
you wish to do so, however I highly recommend
to play this with three other friends co-operatively
to get the maximum amount of enjoyment from
the game, there is nothing quite like you and three
buddies taking down Skagzilla for the first time.
Now the weaponry in this game has been forged
by the AI brain behind the item design, the last
count I’m aware of there are 15 million guns held
within the confines of Pandora so you wont be
lacking in the firepower department. The team
designed a clever piece of software in which
the team designed certain components, like

scopes, barrels, stocks etc and let the software
permeate a bazillion (yes that’s a real number
according to Gearbox) different variations of
stats, bonuses and combinations to be used in
the game. This means there are no set drops
from mobs or set items hidden away in chests,
only exceptions being certain named npc’s, but
even then they could have varying bonuses.
The game favours a cel-shaded art style which
works very well on this occasion, this gives the
characters and game world a unique blend of
what I can only describe as cartoony-realism, as
things look nicely detailed while retaining a comic
book sheen to them. The weapons themselves
range from the conventional to the out-right
over the top. There won’t be many titles that let
you have a shotgun that fire’s rockets, that has a
sniper scope and a revolver style reload system.
Audio wise, everything as you would expect from
a Gearbox title, voice overs are rich and varied
while a rather cracking intro track, penned by Cage
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The Elephant, graces our ears and infects our
brains with its catchy beat and rememberable
chorus creating a rather solid package.
Some might say the game is too short, yet
completing all quests, side missions and both
play-throughs should take you past the 60
hour mark. Some more hardened RPG players
question the lack of character expansion or sit
there over-analysing weapon stats and pick the

Reviewer:
game:
platform:
developer:
Publisher:
released:

neil hetherington
borderlands
Pc
gear box software
2k games
october 30, 2009

game apart for lack of depth, yet seem to fail
to realise that this game is primarily a co-op
FPS and was never meant to be some deep
and involving RPG adventure. Overall, for the
hours of enjoyment the average user would
get out of this title compared to the cost of the
game, there aren’t many titles that could match
Borderlands on the bang for buck scale, and I
highly recommend this title for your collection.

playability: 9
replayability: 7
sound: 9
graphics: 9

Overall: 9
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gaming: Heaven
There are the occasional moments in life
which will grace you with a smile or spark of
elation - waking up on a summery Saturday
morning for example, or perhaps seeing your
chosen team score a last minute winner. On
the flip side, there are also certain nuisances
that inflict frustration or anger – finding your
car dented or stubbing your little toe to name
just two. The expansive world of gaming is
not all that different. It may be played out in
a virtual world, but the emotions and feelings
experienced are real enough to count.
So what are these
encounters that
make your gaming
experience heaven
or hell? I set off
to the GameOn
gaming forums to
find out, where I
found the topics
mentioned were often
accompanied with intriguing stories and
justifications. Many of these areas of focus are
shared by many, though as you will find out,
one person’s heaven is often another’s hell.
Heaven – pleasure, bliss, delight
Destructible scenery – Initially used in Red
Faction, GeoMod is a wonderful thing. Seeing a
rocket punch right through a wall in real-time
or using explosive charges to create a makeshift tunnel to another room is a truly unique
experience. The newer GeoMod 2 engine
was literally a pillar to the gameplay of Red
Faction: Guerrilla, allowing the player to pick

apart and obliterate buildings. Many games
usually have only minor levels of destructible
scenery, such as the formation of craters in a
war zone, but our play-test of Battlefield Bad
Company 2 at GamesCom revealed a new hope
in the shape of the Frostbite “Destruction 2.0”
engine, which looks to provide that special
destructible scenery feeling once again.
Loot, collectables and levelling-up a character
– Slaying monsters and picking up luscious
bags of gold and items is certainly a pleasant
experience. Many role-playing games (RPG’s)
also let you create
your own distinct
character from scratch.
Rising from a weak
pauper to a mercenary
with godlike power
generates a rather
satisfying ego boost.
Your level 1 wannabe
hero is transformed
into a long sword
wielding and Mythril armour tank, with the
best in possession of rare items - a symbol of
adventure and hard work. Titan Quest player
Snoozer neatly sums up, saying: “Seeing your
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character improve over time is
always a nice feeling”; something
all role-players can relate to.
Additional side-quests and
unlockables – Completing
a story-driven game is
the crescendo to hours of
gameplay, but who wants
the fun to end? Side-quests,
usually a feature of RPG’s, are
a popular way of prolonging
a game. They allow you look
sideways for a change and reward the player
for accomplishing optional and often highly
challenging feats. Unlockables follow a
similar vein to side-quests, as completionist
TimmyShire explains: “Not enough games
have unlockables these days. I like them
because I feel it adds a bit more content to
the game. Okay, chances are I’ll never use Big
Head mode, but I like to have that option .”
Fully customisable keys – A well designed
game is one which is able to adapt to every
player, for each has their own playing style.
Forum user Vulpine, said: “I love games that
have been designed to allow the gamer to
change all keys for all aspects of the game.
I hate having to use the default keys for
games. Most game pads will allow you to
make custom profiles though, which negates
this pet hate for keyboard based games.”
Pulling off a tactical master-plan – Whether it
be attempting to take down 50 expert terrorists
with just you and a friend or defeating an
overwhelming Carthaginian army, succeeding

in a difficult situation by use of a well thoughtout plan is deliciously satisfying. Quick thinking
on-the-feet to get out of a tight situation can
be equally epic, with an adrenalin shot followed
by a systematic flash of glee a just reward
for surviving. A glorious moment of genius
that wins the day is very special indeed.
Intelligent fresh games – Numerous generic
first-person shooters may have provided hours
of gaming enjoyment, but it’s the unique and
clever games – often from “indie” developers
– which bridge the gaps between boredom.
World of Goo, Audiosurf and Crayon Physics
are all simple to grasp, but each turns a simple
concept into something innovative, fun and
addictive. Without indie games, the gaming
world – and the PC market in particular - would
have a little less depth, charm and personality.
Exploration – Heading into the unknown is an
exciting prospect because you generally have
no idea what lies ahead or what you are going
to stumble upon. Whether this journey is for
sight-seeing or for completion sake, exploration
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is at the heart of adventuring and a fine tale. The
Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion is just one example of
this type of gaming, whilst Real-Time Strategy
games such as Command & Conquer provide
the “fog of war” – a black haze just waiting to
be uncovered. TimmyShire goes on to say: “I
love going off the beaten track and exploring
for the sake of exploring. I just like going
somewhere because I haven’t been there yet.”
Solving puzzles - Dead Alive names one of
his gaming loves: “Well integrated puzzles
with solutions that finally make sense when
you solve them”. Anyone who has played a
game which contains well designed puzzles,
such as Tomb Raider or Portal, will probably
have expelled a satisfying “aha!” upon finding
the correct solution to a cryptic problem.
Racing game Trackmania has a game mode
which contains maps with a start, some
checkpoints and a finish to get through as
quickly as possible, with the player deciding
on how to complete the track. Beating the
developer’s time on one of these maps sums
up this rewarding feeling rather nicely.
Co-operative gameplay – Though recently

diluted with lesser experiences cashing in
on the modern craze, playing co-operative is
traditionally a lot of fun because instead of
pointing guns at your friends, you get to work
together for the same cause. Camaraderie
is a special kind of relationship, and taking
on an AI opponent with a friend promotes
team work and provides a sense of collective
progression. Watching each others back in
System Shock 2 or sharing resources in Red
Alert 3 yields a special kind of enjoyment
you don’t find anywhere else. It also helps
rewire friendships after a competitive FIFA
match or Race Driver: Grid contest.
Free content and modules – Completing
a game needn’t be the end of that title.
Both developers and players often produce
additional free content or modules (mods)
to extend a game’s potential. Developers
Valve are famed for continually producing
free content packs for Team Fortress 2, while
Criterion Games have released numerous
free expansions for their racer hit Burnout
Paradise. Mods meanwhile are created by
users for nearly every game, who tweak, alter
and perfect games, often with a fusion of high
quality craftsmanship and a dash of passion.
Heaven or Hell? – Love it or hate it
Quicksave or checkpoints?
Not even the most hardcore of players can get
through an average-sized game without saving.
A good game is one which makes the saving
of progress unnoticeable, but this is incredibly
challenging to do. However, different players
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have differing views on the best way to do this. It
probably seems like a tiny matter on first glance,
but how often in your gaming history have you
been incredibly frustrated by either forgetting
to save or having to repeat a section again?
Many games allocate you with a save file in
which you can save at anytime, while some
– usually first-person shooters – include the
ability to ‘quicksave’ by press of a single key.
The good thing about this type of saving is that
you can save whenever it is convenient for you.
However, the ease of quicksaving leaves it open
to abuse. Some view quicksaving as cheating
a game, since you can make a testing section
considerably easier by inching forwards while
repeatedly saving, instead of taking a more
realistic risk-taking approach. Others disagree,
saying it helps reduce frustration in a game.
The alternative to quicksaving is to use a
checkpoint system, whereby there are set save
locations or checkpoints the player has no
control over. This type of saving works nicely
if all goes well for the player, and
is usually unnoticeable. That is,
however, until the player dies or
has to restart from a point. Often
checkpoints are too far and few
between, or put in poor places
meaning the player either has
to repeat a large section of the
game or gets stuck because of not
having the ability to continue.
Gamer ExcessNeo gives his view: “I
have an issue with quick save. The
problem is with the ability to spam

it, so you’re never going to get into a situation
where there’s risk. There is less suspense like
running to that checkpoint ahead on 10%
health knowing there’s a health pack waiting
for you.” He then continues: “The only time
I dislike a checkpoint system is if the game
introduces a lot of cheap death mechanics to
prolong the length, which after awhile you
get sick of respawning at that checkpoint.”
The issue of how to save a game brings up
another contentious issue: should health
in a game be rechargeable, as seen in Halo
or more recently Call of Duty, or should it
come in the form of health packs? I will leave
this thought with you to ponder over until
next issue, at which point I will continue
my analysis of gaming heaven and hell by
focusing on the features we despise the most.
Check out next months issue for
the Gaming: Hell article!
				

Pete O’Brien
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Assassin’s creed 2

I won’t sugar coat it. For many, the first
Assassin’s Creed was a disappointment. It was
a game of promises that insisted it was the
first, true ‘next-gen’ gaming experience. In
many cases, it more than fulfilled expectations
- with glorious vistas, free-flowing rooftop
running and levels of realism that we were
unaccustomed to. However, the gameplay
fell flat. After the initial excitement that the
game brought, we were left with repetitive
missions that seemed derivative and unoriginal.
And so the sequel appears, but has Ubisoft
taken heed of the problems of the last, or
should we learn from past mistakes?

As with the first, you’ll begin the game in control
of Desmond Miles who is still at Abstergo, his
futuristic prison from the original. Desmond,
this time round, has a much more emotive
storyline, though his parts are shorter now.
After some brief gameplay and storytelling,
you’ll hop back into the Animus - the virtual
reality through which Desmond can control his
ancestors - and take control of Ezio Auditore,
an Italian member of Desmond’s bloodline who
lived during the Italian Renaissance. It’s probably
worth mentioning that Assassin’s Creed is, and
always was, intended as a trilogy and so the
storylines do blend together, with more than
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one reference to the first’s protagonist Altäir.
By no means is the game unplayable without
knowledge of the first, but to get full enjoyment
of it’d be recommended you play the original.
The storyline follows several years of Ezio’s life,
from his early age as a brash and carefree youth
to his later years as a thoughtful and cunning
assassin. Ubisoft have really brought life to the
characters involved in Assassin’s Creed II, and
it’s definitely all the better for it. From the early
missions, you care
for Ezio and you
enjoy playing as
him. Altäir was a
cool, calculated
character, but it was
never as involving
to play as him
through the entire
game as it was from
the opening scenes
of Ezio’s life. As a
starter, we’re given
a reason for Ezio’s
fight against the
Templars - rather
than being thrust
into an assassin’s body, we see the motivation, the
hidden agendas and the emotion behind it all. The
story has become far more evolved and absorbing.
Beyond that, the way the gameplay is structured
has improved massively. No longer is it a case
of being told who to kill and proceeding to

the correct area to complete a few generic
and repetitive side-missions which don’t have
any noticeable effect. Instead, the game runs
through a mission-by-mission style, where even
the simple missions are part of the story. You’ll
have a cut-scene, introducing characters and
the mission and whilst some follow a simple
pattern (escort missions, searching missions,
etc.) each one is different. It’s a much improved
style, since it discards the repetition that came
with the first. Often you’ll be allowed to tackle a

number of missions in any order before the final
assassination mission becomes available - so the
idea that you must prepare for the task, which
the first insisted on thrusting upon us, is still there
and relevant. It’s just done in a masterful way.
There are still side-missions to be completed,
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before those that enjoy that sort of thing rise
up in anger, but there are fewer of them and
they’re never mandatory. This gives you a little
extra to work at in-between missions, and with
these and the collectables you’ll have a number
of goals to work towards should you wish it.
The pacing of these missions and the game
in general, is largely impressive. It flows very
well, never staying in one place too long, or has
interesting ‘unique’ missions breaking up some
familiar gameplay. As soon as the game edges
on repetitive, you’re given control of a runaway
carriage or da Vinci’s flying machine and you’re
sucked right back in. Towards the back end of the
game, you’ll find yourself spending a lot of time
in Venice, which would have been better had it
been broken up by a visit to another location,
however small, just to give the player that little bit
more to see. This is doubly so since there is one
city before Venice that is almost ignored with very
little to do there - a wasteful shame that could’ve
been put to better use. Otherwise, the pacing is

incredible and you never really feel like you’re
being told simply where to go and what to do.
Beyond this, there are extra improvements that
add into the experience of the game that are
necessary but are worthwhile. For example, there
are a number of weapons you are able to use
which you can pick up from fallen enemies, or
purchase from a blacksmith. You’ll earn florins
throughout the game which can be spent at
any of the stores. These involve customising
your outfit with a variety of clothes dyes, the
purchasing of armour or treasure maps to locate
even more money. At one point in the game
you’ll also be given access to Villa Auditore which
you can upgrade and buy new buildings for restoring the villas lost beauty. This is more extra
content that, whilst not necessary, is a welcome
addition that adds to the whole experience.
As important all this is, ultimately it is the
assassinations that matter. The first was flawed
since each one followed a similar pattern - the
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places and people may have changed, but
largely it was about getting as close as you
can for a quick kill then racing back to
a hideout for a successful mission.
In this case, the assassinations are
far more fluid events. Some will be
specific, pre-scripted missions
- such as chasing a character
down or being forced into
a fight - while others
give you a little
more freedom
of what you do.
It never really
feels like you’re
being told what to do;
since the game follows
so closely to missionbased storytelling,
when you come to the assassination
you deal with it how you can, rather
than getting upset at your plan not
happening as you would have liked.
All in all, Assassin’s Creed 2 is largely similar
to its predecessor. The controls are mostly
unchanged and the actual gameplay remains
the same - it’s the slight improvements

Reviewer: adam barnes
game: assassin’s creed 2
that make this platform:
iteration a PS3
far superior one to
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ubisoftamontreal
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game provides
number of
Publisher: ubisoft
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released:
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your interactions with them and a storyline

that’s worth paying attention to. There are
minor flaws here, and opportunities for
additions and upgrades that make
the prospect of a third in the
series that much more exciting.
Nonetheless, the game is an
improved, if not similar,
Assassin’s Creed experience
and well worth your time.

playability: 8
replayability: 5
sound: 8
graphics: 9

Overall: 8.5
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fairytale fights

Fairytale Fights: there’s so much you could
say about it, but so much should be left out.
Here we have a game from Playlogic Game
Factory, which tasks you with taking one
of four classic fairytale characters (Little
Red Riding Hood, The Naked Emperor, Jack
(of beanstalk fame) or Snow White and
restoring them to their former glory.
The general idea here, is that all four characters
have became old news, so they are on a quest
to do ‘good’ deeds to restore their fame – this
includes chopping lumberjacks in half and
chasing after the Three Bears’ porridge kettle.

Fairytale Fights is a hack’n’slash game, meaning
all there is to do is kill people and viscerally
take them apart. One of the games most touted
features is ‘volumetric blood’, and you will see
loads of it. The good old claret seeps out from
everywhere, on everyone and you are given
trophies and achievements for sliding through a
certain amount of blood and spilling enough of it.
This game may be based around the fairytales we
all grew up with, but it’s all about the violence.
Upon first playing it, I was loving it. There was
blood pouring everywhere, and I was able to
slide around in it and kill lumberjacks with
nothing but a carrot as a weapon – however,
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the thrill did wear off when I started to see
some of the games more pressing problems.
As a hack’n’slash, all you need is an attack
button, block button and maybe a jump
button – Fairytale Fights has two out of three.
Block has its own button, as does jump, but
to attack, you push the right analogue stick
in the desired direction and the attack should
be focused that way; problem is, you’ll oftentime find yourself slashing away at nothing
while you yourself get butchered. Sloppy attack
mechanics aren’t good in a game about killing.
I was also rather disappointed with my first boss
encounter – a rather large beaver, which had to
be killed. Problem is; this took much
longer than it should have and
was a fairly monotonous task. The
boss battles do go on, and you’ll
find yourself getting bored of it
by mid-battle most times.
The game’s humour shows
through during the cutscenes but is diminished
by the repetition that
follows, unfortunately.

the blood is great, but it’s no good if you can’t
see what’s shedding it. When you get those
particularly nasty kills, though, such as an
enemy being sliced clean in half by a cleaver,
you’ll get a nice zoom-in, 24-style split screen
to see it in more detail, which is a nice touch.
Now all these criticisms draw much of the fun
out of the game, so much so that I was unable
to complete the game without enlisting the
help of a friend. I took the game around a mate’s
house and we played through the entire story
mode together, which was more fun. The same
problems stand, but it’s a lot more fun to have
someone to play through the game with and
appreciate the jokes and humour with you.

The game’s single biggest
problem though, is its
camera work. The camera is
set so far away from the action
that you’ll struggle to make out
what’s going on most times. All

Trailers

Being able to play through the
story mode with another player
is one of the game’s best features,
which isn’t necessarily a
good thing. The game
prides itself on its humour
but some of the jokes fall
tremendously flat, leaving
you wondering why you’re
bothering when one of the
games main draws isn’t up
to par. Some things in the
game are truly giggle-worthy,
such as the big bad wolf getting
ready to blow the house down
as one of the little pig’s jumps out
the door in slow-mo, Max Payne style
and blasts the wolf with a shotgun.
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Unfortunately though, the humour isn’t
always spot on, or even close in some cases.
Together with the bad camera, the annoying
combat and overlong boss encounters
makes the game a chore to play through.
This is a game which starts off well, but you
soon realise that its only down to the amount
of blood you’re seeing whenever you so
much as point a finger at your next victim.
This quickly wears off when you see the
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October 27, 2009

many flaws the game actually has, which is
an unfortunate shame as it’s a great premise
that hasn’t been explored much in the past.
One to maybe rent to see what you think, or at
the very least - if you know you will enjoy it no
matter what - play through it with someone
else; though I suspect that’ll apply to very few
people. A potentially fantastic little hack’n’slash
platformer ruined by awkward camera work, bad
fighting controls and not enough good humour.

playability: 6
replayability: 5
sound: 5
graphics: 7

Overall: 6
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Madballs: In babo invasion

Long live cheap, addictive games: that’s what
I say! You know the ones, where you have
an itch for some gaming but don’t want to
immerse yourself too much for whatever
reason. I myself get these urges to have a
quick game of something while I’m waiting
for tea to cook for instance. I only ask two
things of these kinds of games, and these are
quick bursts of fun at a reasonable price, lots
of bang for little buck. Both of these criteria
are nicely met by Madballs: In Babo Invasion.

Madballs: In Babo Invasion, is well: mad. I
remember the franchise briefly from my childhood,
they were foam balls who apparently constantly
fought against the Badballs, and this toy fad
spawned a kids TV series too. At first I didn’t
remember who they were but all the nostalgic
memories came back when playing the game.
Madballs is a “shooter/ roll around platformer”.
The basic aim of the game is to invade the
enemy’s bases, or blow them up, or just get past
a base to get to the next area. You do this by
taking control of one of the Madballs and roll it
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around one of many levels, shooting whatever
gets in your way with your quite extensive array
of guns. You then fulfil whatever task you had
to do on that level and move on to the next.
To do the above you first pick which Madball you
want to use. At first you are limited in your choice
so I chose the one with the highest stats, namely
a giant eyeball by the name of Oculus. After
choosing your Madball you choose what weapon
you would like it to carry. Again you are limited for
choice at first but you do unlock more as the game
progresses as you fill certain criteria. Each Madball
has different attributes such as speed, power,
defence etc, you have to pick which one you think
would be most suitable for each level. For example,
one level has you escaping
from a base you have just
burned down. There are lots
and lots of bad guys waiting
to get you as surprisingly,
they aren’t that impressed
with you blowing up their
belongings. The logical
choice for this mission for
me was a Madball called
Robo who is made out of
metal and has high defence
and is quite nippy so I could
get the hell out of there as
soon as possible without
getting damaged too badly.
Once you have chosen you
Madball and weaponry, it

is up to you to navigate your way around and find
your way to the end/goal. The first level sees you
gaining entry into a temple which the enemy are
using as a base. To do that you have to roll around
various terrains such as precariously rolling along
a really narrow bridge without falling off, trying
to judge the twists and turns without rolling to
fast, gaining too much momentum and flinging
yourself into the firing line of about 10 Badballs.
Enemies themselves are also balls who carry a
vast array of weaponry and it’s not uncommon
to get around 10 ganging up on you at a time
This may sound quite easy but in reality its actually
quite difficult as your ball has a habit of rolling
far too quickly making it seemingly impossible
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and all host a multitude
of secret paths and
walkways to gain
extra items. Madballs
are also well done,
highly detailed down
to even the smallest
vein on Oculus being
well animated.

sometimes to traverse the terrain. Add to that
the amount of things wanting to kill you in
intense fire fight situations and this game can
indeed be pretty challenging, which adds to a
game’s longevity. Besides the sometimes tricky
difficulty the gameplay doesn’t suffer, it is a fun
and original game to play. Adding further to the
longevity of the game is the collection of secrets
and other unlocks. There are 50 of each so this
will keep the completionists out there busy for
a while. Also for every kill you make you collect
points which go towards unlocking further things
such as weapons for all your lethal enjoyment.
Controlling your Madball couldn’t
be easier either, with W,A,S,D acting
as your directional buttons and the
mouse acting as your camera/aim
help with left and right clicks used
to shoot your weapons. It’s all very
simple and luckily isn’t blighted by over
complicated controls. Something which
I sometimes find ruins games for me.
The graphics in the game look lovely
too, very bright coloured and well
detailed, it’s all very vibrant and pleasing
to the eye. Levels are designed well

Madballs: In Babo
Invasion comes with
several types of
game modes to keep
everyone happy. It
has a 4 person coop play mode which is a nice addition because
these types of games are starting to gain
popularity i.e – Left 4 Dead and Borderlands.
There is also a 16 player multiplayer mode
for all your mass shooting needs. This mode
has 12 new maps that players can fight to the
death in. I was not able to test either of the
above modes but I can imagine that 16 player
would be completely manic and insane!
One downside to the game is its musical choice,
some songs are infuriatingly annoying and ruin
the experience a little but still I guess that’s what
the off button on speakers is there for right? Also
the camera angles in the game can prove to be a
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bit annoying, especially when you are planning
your route to take and you have missed something
important because the camera is right in the way
of it. Moving the camera is done with the mouse,
but the mouse also aims at enemy’s moving you
slightly in the direction you are pointing which isn’t
very helpful when you on a ledge above lots of
Badballs trying to kill you. The only other possible
downside is that this game is more of a “pick up
and play” when you have a spare 30 minutes kind
of game, I think it lacks the depth that more serious
gamers would look for, although the multiplayer
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get a very fun and sometimes challenging

single player mode with tonnes of unlockables,
such as: 5 different Madballs, 50 secrets and 50
different unlockables such as guns, bonuses
and characters. As well as the great single player
mode, you get 2 different multiplayer modes
which add to the games longevity even more.
It’s a silly, fun game, not intended to be taken
too seriously. This is great for the casual game
hunters but something that the more serious
gamer may avoid. For the price, you get a
lot of game, and it’s quality game at that.

playability: 8
replayability: 6
sound: 5
graphics: 8.5

Overall: 8.5
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Game charts

Top 10 Multi - Platform Games
1. Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2
2. Assassin’s Creed II
3. New Super Mario Bros. Wii
4. FIFA 10
5. Wii Fit Plus
6. Wii Sports Resort
7. Mario & Sonic at Olympic Winter Games
8. Left 4 Dead 2
9. Forza Motorsport 3
10. F1 2009

Leisure software charts compiled by GfK Chart Track, (C)2009 ELSPA (UK) Ltd | www.elspa.co.uk
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download previous issues
Missed a previous issue?
You can download them and store them
on your PC or Mac from here!
Cool or what?
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Caption Competition

This months caption competition sees you in with the chance of getting your hands on Call
of Duty: Modern Warfare 2 for the XBox 360. To be in with a chance of winning, simply head
over to our new captions system, choose a picture and enter a witty comment, then post it
on the forums to be in with your chance of winning this hugely popular gaming hit.
Competition System:

Entry Thread:

SEE YOU NEXT ISSUE!

